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Abstract

We consider techniques suitable for combining individ-
ual agent plans into a global system plan, maintaining
a commitment to considerations of global utility that
may differ radically from individual agent utilities. We
present a three-stage heuristic reduction process, con-
sisting of a transformation from local to global utility
measures, a global assessment of the local evaluations
of agents, and approximation algorithms to maximize
resource usage over time. We also consider how these
techniques can be used with self-motivated agents, and
show how the overall process can be distributed among
a group of agents.

Introduction

Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) has tradition-
ally considered the global utility of a system as strongly
connected to the local utilities of the agents that com-
prise that system. So, for example, the sum (or prod-
uct) of agent utilities might be maximized by the de-
signers of an interaction environment (Rosenschein 
Zlotkin 1994), even when the agents themselves are
self-motivated; global utility is often assumed to be
related to pareto optimality. In Distributed Problem
Solving systems, these connections between local and
global optimality axe also widespread (Durfee, Lesser,
& Corkill 1987; Smith 1980; Sandholm 1993).

This paper, on the other hand, considers systems
where the relationship between individual and global
utility functions is not straightforward. We analyze
situations where individual agents produce locally op-
timal plans (exploiting the parallelism and relative sim-
plicity of smaller search spaces), and then the system
coordinator wishes to derive a globally optimal plan
(with arbitrary global criteria) by appropriately com-
bining these local plans.

The synthesis of a global plan out of locally devel-
oped ones has been examined in the DAI and Planning
literatures (Ephrati & Rosenschein 1991; 1993; 1994;
Wellman 1993; Kraus 1993). Usually, the problem is
addressed by implicit or explicit negotiation mecha-
nisms. These negotiation mechanisms, however, pre-
suppose that the global utility function more or less

directly reflects the local concerns of agents. In our
current research, the global considerations (resources,
constraints) may not be mirrored by the local functions
that created the constituent plans.

Our overall approach is to employ several heuris-
tic reduction steps that simplify the problem; this is
necessary since forming an optimal solution is infea-
sible (i.e., takes too long) in dynamic environments.
The approach is closely related to that taken by Et-
sioni (Etsioni 1991) for single-agent, multiple-goal sit-
uations. The heuristic reduction steps that we employ
borrow from ideas developed in economics, operating
systems, and complexity theory.

An Example

In this section, we describe an example of an applica-
tion in which there is a natural separation between the
global utility function, which should be maximized for
overall system performance, and the individual utility
functions that each agent should try to maximize in
forming a plan to achieve its tasks. The example de-
rives from the "Pacifica NEO Scenario,~ which was de-
veloped by Reece and Tare for the RL/ARPA Planning
Initiative as part of the PRECIS environment (Reece
et al. 1993). This scenario involves the fictional island
nation of Pacifica, which has four cities, four roads, and
a bridge, as well as certain other natural features, such
as a volcano. When the volcano erupts, it can make
the nearby roads impassable. Additionally, there are
periodic monsoons, which can also close roads and/or
the bridge. Groups of American citizens are located
at or near each city; the overall mission objective is
to move all these people by truck to the capital city
of Delta, and from there evacuate them by airplane to
Honolulu. We have implemented this scenario as the
simulated dynamic environment of DIPART--the Dis-
tributed, Interactive Planner’s Assistant for Real-time
Transportation planning--a prototype simulation sys-
tem that includes a network of agents, each of which
is intended to assist a human planner (Pollack et al.
1994).

In a particular DIPART scenario, multiple human
planners are each tasked with some subset of the over-
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all mission objectives of evacuating the American cit-
izens from Pacifica. In particular, we typically have
one planner with primary responsibility for the evac-
uation of each city, although this does not preclude
interactions among the planners. Each human plan-
ner performs his or her operation with the assistance
of a plannin8 node of the DIPART system. The plan-
ning nodes are responsible for forming plans to satisfy
the user’s goals, for coordinating communication with
other planners, and for alerting the user to reports from
agents in the (simulated) world.

The individual planning agents may each have a dif-
ferent perspective on the current state of the environ-
ment. Indeed, security concerns may preclude them
from having complete knowledge of the mission plans.
Thus, there may well be a separation between the util-
ity functions that the individual agents are employ-
ing in generating plans, and the overall utility function
that should be maximized in conjoining the individual
plans into a global plan.

Assumptions
Throughout this paper, we make the following assump-
tions:

¯ All the agents in the system work towards the
achievement of a global goal G, with a (global) dead-
line T(G). In the DIPART system, the global goal
is to evacuate all the U.S. citizens from Pacifica; the
global deadline is assumed to be fixed by an agent
outside of the system.

¯ The individual agents periodically initiate or are as-
signed tasks, the completion of which contributes
to the overall goal. These tasks are thus subgoals.
We identify the set of agent i’s tasks as time t as
~gt}. Each individual task will have a local dead-
line: ~(gtj). In the DIPART system, an individual
task may consist of evacuating 60 people from the
city of Abyss within 22 time units. If this is the first
task assigned to agent 3 at time 44, then A 44t(gs,) = 66.
For notational simplicity, we assume, when we can
do so without loss of generality, that each agent has
only one assigned task at a time, and we then iden-
tify i’s task at t simply as gt.

¯ Each agent will form a complete plait to achieve each
of its tasks. In this paper, we ignore the process
of plan generation, and instead concentrate on find-
ing a tractable way to coordinate the execution of
generated plans. P(g~) denotes i’s plan to achieve
gt. (When needed, we generalize the notation in the
obvious way to handle the case in which the agent
has multiple simultaneous tasks.) We assume that
each plan has an associated cost (c(P(gl))), 
can be computed by the agent generating it. The
cost is typically a function of the resources that the
plan will consume. Each task has an associated re-
ward ~-(gl), which the agent is told at the time it 

assigned the task, or which the agent determines ac-
cording to its local view. Thus, it can estimate the
value or profit of successfully completing the plan,
v(P(g~)). Note that we assume constant rewaxds
(i.e., step utility functions for plans), which is the
most general case, since heuristic methods can bet-
ter deal with partial satisfaction of plans (see the
Section on ApproPriation Algorithms below). Sim-
ilaxly, we assume that executing plans cannot be pre-
empted.

We are concerned with situations in which agents
have partial, possibly inconsistent views of the world
(e.g., they are located at remote distances from one
another, and the environment changes dynamically).
Since communication takes time and is costly, agents
separately generate plans to achieve their local tasks;
we assume that sufficient communication to achieve
coordination is infeasible or inadvisable. The problem,
of course, is that the resulting local plans may be in-
compatible, due to incomplete information about both
other agents’ activity and the environment. The goal of
the system is thus to coordinate the execution of these
plans in a way that will eventually maximize the over-
all utility of the system, although not necessarily the
utility functions of individual agents. Both the global
utility function and the individual utility functions of
the agents may be arbitrarily dependent on resources
consumed, time used, and the reward associated with
the plan.

Note that this general statement covers many Dis-
tributed Problem Solving (DPS) scenarios; in most
such scenarios, however, some of the constraints are
relaxed (e.g., there are no local deadlines, the set of
local plans is known ahead of time, etc.). Our general
heuristic method remains suitable for all such relaxed
scena£’ios.

The Heuristic Reduction Steps
Essentially, the problem we address is to find the best
feasible execution combination (schedule) of the local
plans within the global deadline. A schedule is a map-
ping from time points to sets of plans proposed by the
agents for execution at that time. Since plans may be
incompatible with one another, not all schedules axe
feasible: typically only a proper subset of the plans
proposed for execution at any given time can be per-
formed. Moreover, not all feasible schedules axe equally
good: some contribute to the global utility function
more than others. To determine an optimal schedule,
a system would have to generate all alternative sched-
ules, identify the feasible ones, and select from those
the schedule with the best outcome. In an idealized
setting, in which the scheduling system had complete
knowledge of all the plans that would be generated
ahead of time, these computations could be performed
off-line.

However, we do not assume that the system has
global knowledge of the plans that will be generated
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(nor even, ahead of time, of the tasks that will be as-
signed to the agents). The global activity is determined
by the set of individual plans, which are generated in
parallel, according to the agents’ local views. In other
words, in our model the agents receive tasks, and gen-
erate plans for those tasks; some subset of the gener-
ated plans are selected for execution; execution begins;
and then the cycle repeats. Instead of trying to coordi-
nate activity among agents ahead of time, coordination
must therefore take place on-line, during the plan gen-
eration and execution process. This calls for the first
heuristic reduction step.

Step 1-
From Local Utility to Global Utility

The overall goal of the system is to find a schedule in
which the global utility is maadmised. However, be-
cause the system at each point in time only has access
to the plans that have already been generated, and
the local utilities that the generating agents ascribe
to them--it is not prescient--the best it can do is to
identify the current combination of plans that maxi-
mizes utility. This process must be iterated over time:
the system must repeatedly choose a plan combination
with maximal aggregated utility.

It might appear that the problem is thus, at each
time point, to find a compatible set of proposed plans
that maximizes the aggregated value. But this is still
insufficient, because the execution time of each plan
has a significant influence on the overall performance of
the system. For example, a shorter plan of less value,
executed now, may allow later execution of a higher
valued plan.

Schedule A

Schedule B

S l
Q 1 ,............

P i R

I

t+3 t+5 t+7

u= 12

v=132

Figure 1: Two Alternative Execution Combinations

Figure 1 illust:ates a decision that needs to be made
at time t between the execution of two plans P and Q,
where the declared value of P is 11 and its execution
time and deadline are both 3 units; the declared value
of Q is 12 and its execution time and deadline are 5
units. Assume further that plan Q is selected for ex-
ecution, because of its higher value, and that then, at
time t + 1, a new plan R is proposed, with declared
value 121 and execution time 4 units. R, however, also
has a deadline of time t + 8, and is incompatible with
both P and Q. Then, as illustrated by Schedule A in
Figure 1, R cannot be scheduled, because its deadline
cannot be met (it cannot be started until after Q is
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complete, at time t ÷ 5, and then there is not sufficient
time left). On the other hand, if P had been chosen
(Schedule B), R would have been executable, resulting
in a total reward to the system of 132 compared to 12.

The problem of on-line scheduling has been ad-
dressed in the real-time operating systems literature.
A solution proposed there involves the use of value
de~sflTI, which is a function both of value and of ex-
pected execution time (Jenseu, Locke, & Tokuda 1985;
Locke 1986). The essential idea is to maximise the ca-
pacity of the system at all times (where capacity stands
for value per time unit). Note that if at every instant
the system operates in its ms.ximal capacity, the opti-
mal solution will be achieved. Thus the objective of the
system at a given time step is to maximize its future
capacity.

Formally, let t~ and vi denote the execution time
and value function of the plan Pi, respectively. Then
the value density d~ is defined to be vdti. 1 In economic
terms, this is exactly the marginal utilitT/(with respect
to time) of pi. In economics, marginal utility serves as
the basic measure of the efficiency of aggregated pro-
ductivity. Marginal utility has been used in a simi-
lar manner within the field of AI by Etsioni (Etzioni
1991) to heuristically guide a single agent in choos-
ing among alternative methods to achieve its goals.
Within the DAI literature, marginal cost was used by
Sandholm (Sandholm 1993) to measure the quality 
bids within the context of the Contract Net.

If only one job (or plan) can be executed at a time,
then value-density scheduling is optimal:

Theorem 1 (Due to W. E. Smith 1956) If a set
of processes, each with a known completio~ time, is
processed in decreasing order of value-time densfly the
zesulting iota[ wlue at ever9 process completion time
is optimal.

In our case, several plans may be executed in par-
allel. We therefore can only approximate the optimal
schedule by t~ying to execute feasible combinations of
plans, in decreasing value-density. Thus, at each de-
cision point our system should allow the parallel exe-
cution of the plan combination that scores the highest
aggregated value-density.

Note also that the declared value of each plan is
based on the local view of some agent. One motivation
for this work is to handle cases in which there is a dis-
parity between the individual and global utility func-
tions. Thus, the system should learn how to "trans-
late" individual value estimates into its own global util-
ity units.

1Recall that we are assuming that all value functions
are step-functions; ~ - i is the constant, non-zero value of
task i up until its deadline.
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Step 2:
Global Assessment of Local Evaluation

Our next approximation step is therefore to shift from
declared value-density to ezpec~ed ~al~e-density of each
plan. To compute expected value, the system normal-
izes the declared value by an amount determined by
previous interactions with the declaring agent. An es-
timate by an agent that tends to overestimate will be
corrected by a weight < 1; similarly, underestimating
agents will have their estimates increased.

More formally, if d~ is the value density of some plan
(computed using agent i’s deelared value and execution
time estimate), then we define the expected density to
be z~di, where z~ is the normalization factor at time t.
To derive z~, we maintain a record of i’s evaluation and
actual performance. Let v~ and t~ denote respectively
the actual contribution and the actual time consu/ned
by p~. Then the prediction ratio, zl, of i’s bid is ~/
(thus if i underestimates its plan, z~ > 1, and if it
overestimated its plan, z~ < 1).

There are several alternatives to dynamically up-
date i’s prediction. The simplest and statistically most
straightforward one involves taking this ratio to be the
mean of performance for some history (starting at some
prior tp):

t
_t+l Eft,zi

~ - t-~p"

Since the agent’s estimate of the value density is
made of two estimated values, this sampling could be
refined as to more accurately deal with these separate

_t+lv ues: = (E, for some
history T.

Agents may improve or degrade over time, and hence
the history horizon should not be too long. Alterna-
tively, it would be possible to have a weighted mean
such that later samples have higher weight. Many al-
ternative heuristics could also be used to update the
agent’s prediction ratio, for example, setting z~+1 :
z~z~ would yield a more conservative update. Yet an-
other alternative would be to assume a specific error
distribution over the agent’s assessments, and to use re-
inforcement learning strategies to compute the normal-
ization factor (Sandip, Sekaran, & Hale 1994). Such
strategies may be most effective when the agents are
assumed to be self-motivated.

Obviously, the main drawback of the sampling meth-
ods is they may only approximate the actual ad-
justment required. Therefore, the sampling strategy
should be as specific as possible. For example the
weighting function may be tailored to specific environ-
ments of intended use. The more specific the function
is, the more accurate the effect of the weighting.

One problem with this scheme is that an agent who
always underestimates the value of its plans may be
subject to Ustarvation". Initially, the system will have
no history about this agent, and so will not adjust its

estimates. If it continues to underestimate, its plans
may never be selected for execution, and hence the
system will never learn that the agent is a consistent
underestimator. One solution to this problem is to
increase the normalization factor of Klosing" agents in
direct relation to their consecutive losses.

Step 3:
Approximation Algorithms

As described so far, what the system must do is so-
licit declared values for each plan from the participat-
ing agents, and then normalize the declarations. The
next step is to select for execution a consistent set of
plans that maximizes normalized value-density. To be
consistent, a set of plans must not collectively have
resource requirements that exceed the total resources
available.2 Let ri denote the resources used by p~, and
~t denote the total system resources aval]able at time
t. The problem can then be stated as follows:
Find maz ~-~ diz~ subject to ~-~ riz~ _< Rt, such that
z~G{0,1}, l<i<n.

Unfortunately, this is exactly the 0/1-Knapsack
problem, which is known to be NP-hard.3 Therefore,
a further approximation method is needed. Fortu-
nately, there are many heuristic algorithms for han-
dling the 0/1-knapsack problem (Horowitz & Sahni
1978). Figure 2 outlines one such algorithm (a so-
called e-approximation algorithm (Horowits & Sahni
1978, p. 580)), described using the terminology de-
veloped so far in this paper. As input, the algorithm
accepts D : {d~}--the corrected value-densities of the
n plans, and R = {r~}--their resource usages. The
parameter/c determines the precision of the outcome.

Approx(D, R, ~t n,/~)

1. Dm~z = 0; Sort R and D such that
~>&+z l<i<n.

2. For each feasible execution combinations F
of size </~ do:

(a) Dp : ~-~iep 
(b) D,~u® = m~x(D,,~®, DF+

GreedyValue Density Completion ( F ) 

Figure 2: Approximation Algorithm for the 0/1-
Knapsack Problem

2For example, in the DIPART scenario, if there are a
fixed number n of trucks available for transporting citizens,
the tasks selecting for execution cannot collectively require
more than n trucks.

aSurprisingly, if instead of a rigid deadli-e we had as-
sumed that each plan has an associated utility function that
returns a value for partial completion of the plan (in the
case of preemption), then a greedy solution will be optimal,
and there is no need to solve a Knapsack Problem (Boddy
& Dean 1994).
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Note that the algorithm once again uses a value-
density approach. However, it makes its selections us-
ing d~ divided by r~, i.e., value-density divided by es-
timated resource use. The plans are initiedly sorted
in decreasing order of value-time-resources density
(Line 1). The main processing is done in the loop
of Line 2, in which all feasible combinations of size
<__ k are considered. (A plan that cannot meet its lo-
cal deadline or the global one may not be a part of a
feasible combination.) Then each such combination is
completed (to the maximal resource usage) by repeat-
edly adding plans according to their value-resource-
time density. This is done using the greedy subroutine
"GreedyValueDensityCompletion" which has as a pa-
rarneter the set of plans that have already been consid-
ered and therefore may not be considered again. For
example, for k : 1 the algorithm would compare n
combinations, where the /-th combination consists of
p~ and all the plans that can be executed in parallel
with it, selected (iteratively) in decreasing value-time-
resources density.

The advantage of the algorithm is that its devia-
tion from the optimal solution may be as small as de-
sired. Let D* be the global (aggregated) value-density
resulting from the actual optimal combination, and
let D be the value-density returned by the algorithm,
then ID*-DID ¢: t+1"I This bounded deviation is at-
tained with a complexity of O(nk+X), and on the av-
erage the deviation from the optimal solution is much
smaller (Horowits & Sahni 1978).

It is up to the system designer to choose the de-
sired k value. However, since the planning problem
itself is NP-Complete, in most circumstances the plan-
ning phase will be much more time-consuming than
the scheduling step, so a higher k may be justified.

Self-interested Rational Agents

We next consider how to extend our approach to sit-
uations involving self-interested rational agents. Such
agents need to be motivated to contribute to the group
welfare. One way to achieve this is to provide the
agents with some kind of incentive or reward (Kraus
1993; Zlotkin & Rosenschein 1993; Ephrati, Perry, &
Rosenschein 1994; We]]man 1992). A straightforward
policy would pay each agent the cost associated with
its performed work plus a minimal additional compen-
sation.

Unfortunately, given such a policy, the agents may
be tempted to overstate the value of their plans in or-
der to ensure that they will be selected for execution
and thus the agents will be paid. Therefore, the re-
ward should both compensate the agent with the true
execution cost of its plan, and motivate it to declare
what it believes to be the true global contribution of a
plan according to the s~s~em’s objective.

Fortunately, there exists a straightforward policy of
this kind: let d~ be the declared value density of p~ and

let d~* be the actual contribution that resulted from the
execution of the plan. Then the reward policy, R(p/, di)
should be:

{ + f(d = ehe

where /(d~) is some arbitrary positive function 
d*. This policy guarantees that each agent will try to
estimate correctly its contribution. (Recall that c(p~)
defines the cost of executing plan Pi.) Moreover, as
the following theorem shows, this reward policy can
be tuned to motivate agents to come up with higher-
quality plans:

Theorem 2 (a) Given the abo~e reward policT/, it is
the dominen~ strategy of each agent to submit a global
estimate as accurate as possible. (b) If f(d~) strictlll
increases with d~ , a rational agent will be motivated to
generate plans that acMe~e more in a shorter time (if
desired, f could f~rther be refined in a straightforward
manner to consider resources as well).

Proof.
Let B(pi) denote i’s resulting benefit from the ex-

ecution of Pi. Clearly, B(p~) equals the reward that
i receives, R(d~), minus its investment (the execution
cost

(a) To show that each agent’s dominant strategy
is to declare what it believes to be the true value-
density of each alternative plan that it has gener-
ated, no matter what the others do, we have to show
that i’s benefit from declaring the correct value d~,
of some p~ is greater than its benefit from any other
declaration d~ (for that specific p~). Since c(pi) 
identical in both cases, it is sufficient to show that
R(d~) - R(d~) fo r any d~ ~d~.And in deed, by
definition: R(d~) - R(d~) : c(p~) + f(d*) (c(pi)) =
f(d~) O.

(b) Let ~- and d~ be two accurate assessments (ofl~i
and l~i, respectively), such that ~ > d~. We have to
show that B(I~) > B(p~)..knd indeed, by definition:
B(/~) - B(~) : R(~-) - c(~) - [R(d~) 
e(~) ÷ f(~.) - c(~) - [c(p~) f( d~) - c(p~)] :
f(~.) - f(d~) ~ 0 (f str ictly inc reasing with its ar-
gument), 

An important implication of this theorem is that the
agents will be motivated to normalize their own assess-
ment of the value of any plan given their beliefs about
the global utility. Thus, if we have self-interested ratio-
ned agents and a payoff system such as that described
here, the system no longer needs to do any correction
of the agents’ declarations. Instead, all it needs do is
provide agents with feedback about the actual value of
their plans.
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Note that any reward policy that allows near misses
(e.g., rewards agents also in the case where [ d~-d~ ]< 
for some small 6) would make the process sensitive to
possible manipulation (e.g., an agent may try to over-
estimate the value of a plan within the bounds of 6 as
to increase the chances of its execution).

Distribution of the Process
So far, we have not taken a fully distributed approach;
we assumed a central scheduler. We next consider how
to loosen this requirement. We consider a simple ex-
ample from the DIPART domain.

Assume that at a certain decision point there are
four agents al... a4, each of which has generated
the following plans (described by their resource us-
age, r~ (number of trucks in our case), and their nor-
mallzed value-time density (d~):4 rll = 1, dll = 11,
rl~ = 33, dls = 43, r2~ = 21, d21 = 31, r2~ = 45,
d2, = 55, r% = 23, daz = 33, r% = 43, dsl = 53,
r4~ = 11, d41 = 21, r4. = 55, d4~ = 55. Assuming that
there are 110 trucks available, the agents should de-
rive the feasible combination with the maximal value-
density. The optimal feasible combination is made
of ~d11, d41, dzl, dl~, d%} with a resulting aggregated
value of 159(= 11 -F 21 + 31 -F 43 -F 53) which is at-
tained by using 109 trucks. Of course in the genera]
case finding this optimal solution is intractable, which
is the reason we employ the approximation algorithm.

In this example, we use a simplified version of the ap-
proximation algorithm for the O/l-Knapsack problem
outlined in Figure 2. This version guarantees a solu-
tion within a factor of two from the optimal one (Garey
& 3honson 1979). It is derived from the original algo-
rithm by the following modifications:

1. In Step 1 of the algorithm Dm,z should be initi-
ated to the value of the plan with the highest ~alue-
time density, D,~ffi = mazid~ (i.e., not value-time-
resource density).

2. Instead of considering all the alternatives in Step 2
of the algorithm, the algorithm simply returns
max(GreedyValueDensityCompletion (Din,f), D,~,=).
(i.e., either the plan with the maximal value-time
density, or the greedy value-time-resource density
combination excluding this plan--whichever scores
a higher value).

The essential idea underlining the distribution of the
process is to derive the global combination through
pairwise interactions. More formally we define the key
steps of the process as follows:

¯ At the beginning of the process each agent deter-

mines the vector ~- = (d~.~.o, Rest/) where d~.~.o 
the value of the plato with the highest value-time

4Although d and i" axe two different and only remotely
dependent measures, for the claxity of the representation
the axtificial values used in this example axe such that d =
r+lO.

density, and Res~ = dih,..., d~. denotes the rest of
the values sorted in decreasing order of their value-
time-resource density. For example dl= I43, 11).

The combined vector ~. ~ ~ is simply defined to be:
( m~(~.., d~...),

D-Merge(min[d/.~.o, dj....], Re~, Res~j))
where D-Merge maintains the value-time-resource
decreasing order of the plans. For example, the corn-
blued vector of al and a2 is (55, 11, 31, 43).

The final outcome is determined by the final global
combination, (dy.....,Resty) as determined at the
end of the iterative pa~wise aggregation process. It
is set to be:

msx(dy.~.o, ~ d~ such that ~ r~ <_ ~t)
k--1,dhERemt! k 1

e.g., either the plan with the highest value, or the
aggregated value of the iterative greedy selection of
plans in Rely that can be executed in parallel.

We here consider two alternative ways to conduct
the palrwise combination--the ring topologll and the
tree ~opologp:

In a tree ~opology, there are ~ pairs of agents. Each
pair (~, aj) finds the combined vector of its members
(~ ~ ~). Then we combine these pairs so as to form
n/4 groups of four agents each. These groups axe then
paired, and together they determine the combined vec-
tor of the joint group, and so forth (resulting in a bi-
nary tree). The combined vector of the entire group is
the combination of the last two groups. This process
takes log2 n steps and involves 2 × (n - 1) messages.

<65,11,21,31 .:13.43,$3>

<55,11,31,43> <6$,21,33,$3>

<43,1 !> <.$$,31> <53,33> <65,21>

Figure 3: Binary Pa]rwise Schedule

Figure 3 describes how the tree topology would
work in our example. Assuming that the agents
are initially divided into the groups ~,~l,a~) and
{as, a4}. The resulting global combination, ~ =
(65, 11, 21, 31, 33,43,53), is derived at the root of the
tree. The value of the feasible greedy combination of
of Rest! is 139(= II -F 21 + 31 + 33 + 43) which uses
89(= I -I- II + 21 + 23 -I- 33) trucks. Since this value
is greater than 65 this the final combination chosen.
That is, plans p~l ,P4~, P~, Pa~, and p~ will be exe-
cuted in parallel.
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The ring topology assumes a q/clic order over the
agents. The process works as follows, al hands in
its vector (dl) both to aa and aa. as calculates the

combination (~ ~ ~) and hands it to both as and
aa and so forth. In the general case al calculates the
combination of its own vector with the aggregated ith
combination, and hands the result to both a~+l and
ai+a. Finally, at the nth step a~ calculates the global
combination and hands it to al to broadcast the result.
The resulting process in our scenario is described in
Figure 4.

¯ ’,t ~-~ <6.q.]I> .. "’" <5.q.ll,.,21.11,,.1.t.4.1,~Lb "",,-’"’" ",s" ~ <5.q,,.’]l>
" Lt;’"fJ ..r "~"-..:"" ~ ..... : .... ¯ ~ .... "’" "’. ".’=’-I’J f
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:." ....... i ..’" ..
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<.~..I IJ I,.:.3,43J.b ~ .]z~ ~.<$3’~’~> .... ...’""" <$5,| i,M ,4L’&>//I

< .SS. i, .i I II.~,4.1.S.I~ L~f "!.-

Figure 4: Ring Schedule

Recall that the reward policy that we have developed
in the previous section guarantees an accurate assess-
ment by the agent regarding the value of its own plans.
However, each agent may still profit from tampering
with the other agent’s assessments (e.g., an agent may
be tempted to falsely undermine another agent’s plans
in order to make his plans look relatively better). For
this reason, the aggregated combination is sent twice
at each step (from agent o4 to both ai+l and a/+s--
as illustrated by the dashed lines in Figure 3). This
duplicate transmission makes it possible for a~+s to
verify that ai+l didn’t alter the aggregated combina-
tion which he received from a~. Thus, the temptation
of passing on a false statement about the others’ vec-
tors is avoided (although the process is still sensitive to
manipulation by coalitions, but this is not our concern
here). Note that in the tree topology this problem does
not exist, since two agents calculate the combination.

For example, consider the third step in the the pro-
cess above: by altering the Pl= value to be ~ 40, a3
can cause P3= to be sorted before Pl= and thus make
the system execute both its plans instead of just one,
ending up with an additional potential gain. Surpris-
ingly, in this case the resulting global combination will
actually improve. However, in other cases similar ma-
nipulative behavior will result in less efficient global
combination, and the deviation boundary of the ap-
proximation algorithm would no longer be guaranteed.

Conclusions
We have considered techniques suitable for combin-
ing individual agent plans into a global system plan,
maintaining a commitment to considerations of global
utility that may differ from individual agent utilities.
We presented a three-stage heuristic reduction process,
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consisting of a transformation from local to global util-
ity measures, a global assessment of the local eval-
uations of agents, and approximation algorithms to
maximize resource usage over time. We considered
how these techniques could be used with self-motivated
agents (who must be harnessed to system-wide pur-
poses), and showed that a reward function could be
used to make accurate approximation on the part
of agents the dominant rational policy. Finally, we
showed how the overall process could be distributed
among a group of agents, doing away with the need for
a central scheduler.
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